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WINE

1.000 WINES n?0M 20 PEGIONS!
OVEP 200 MICP0 BPEWED I SPECIALITY IMP0PTED BEEPS

• Beer Tasting Every Friday 4p-7p
• Wine Tasting Every Saturday 12p - Sp

• WinetastingeveryWednesday4p-?p

427-ai007 ?
ln Cemin, tea 0'n N Fairfield Rd

SEASONS CHANGE: Soon to be forced into the tunnels by dropping temperatures,
WSU students enjoyed one of the last warm days of autumn on Tuesday. Tom Lewis, a
business major and founder of the Wright Bicycle Repair Shop (above), took advantage
of the weather by performing bike tricks on the steps of the amphitheater.
Photo by Josh Sweigart
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• Home Wine and Beer Waking Supplies fairr.eldwine.vearthlink.net

EARN $14.15 base appt.
Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. we train!

Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.

Call Mon.-Fri., 11-6 pm 436-3580

www.workfbrstudents.com
'Body Weri.es

Campus Crime
Arson/Related offense
Oct. (>: Criminal damaging was reportt -! in Parking
Lot 1.
Drug offense
Oct. 4: Drug abuse and
disorderly conduct were
reported in Hamilton Hall.
Larceny-Theft
Sept. 28: A theft was

reported in the Frederick A
White Center.
Oct. 4: Car stereo
equipment was reported
stolen in Lot 4.
Oct. (>: Theft from .
motor vehicle was reported
on Springwood Lane.
Traffic

Oct. 7: An individual was

taken into custody for
driving under the influence
and underage consumption
and possession on ZinJc
Road.
Wanted person
Oct. 3: An individual
wanted by the Vandalia
Police was taken into
custody in Lot 20.

repair
fac
repair faciCity!
our top priority. We nave trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and f ully
equipped. We handle a n y insurance claim.
Your complete

1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
return of your car is our goal!

SAFE
Ot.K.yVJV - E X P E R I E N C E D

• Nobel Laureate
speaks at WSU
Sir John Walker presented the annual Partab T.
Varandani Memorial Lecture
on Oct. 8. He received the
Nobel Pri/e for chemist r\ in
1997. along with his UCLA
colleague Paul Poyer, for
their work in structural
biology.
• Meningitis
vaccination offered
t o students

and work in close proximity
to one another. Vaccinations
are S80 and are offered on
Thursday. Oct. 11 from I p.m.
to 7 p.m. in rooms 156 B and
C of the Student Union.

treat China." he said. "He
wants us to trade with him
and talk to him. but to
recognize that Cuba is an
independent nation."

• Professor speaks
out about relations
w i t h Cuba
James Walker, professor
of political science, presented
a lecture on Oct. 2 about the
past, present and future of
Cuba. Walker believes the
boycotts, embargoes and

• Senator Voinovich
comments on
military actions
In a statement on Oct. 7,
George Voinovich. Ohio
senator, stated support of
military strikes executed
against Afghanistan.
"Today's attack was strategic
and executed in concert with
our allies. I am confident the
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News
Crime report shows increase in areas

™
1998, 187 — or 96 percent of
them — took place on campus.
Chief Simone Polk,
The Department of Public
director of Public Safety, said
Safety released the annual
the
rise
in liquor law violacrime statistics for Wright
tions might be relative to a
State University, showing an
growing freshman class.
increase in reported crime in
According to Polk, younger
some areas.
students are more likely to
The report gives the
get into trouble. "Younger
crime statistics for the year
people are more experimen2000. and compares them to
tal," she said.
the results of the previous
Burglary, which includes
two years. The statistics
the residence halls and the
account for all crimes reacademic buildings on
ported to WSU Public Safety
campus, has been steadily
as well as other local law
rising for the past three
enforcement agencies. The
report consists of all offenses years. In fact, the grand total
of burp'ary offenses for all
that occurred on campus, on
three areas included in the
public property near the
report more than doubled
campus, and on university
owned property that is not in from 20 to 45 between 1999
and 2000.
close proximity to the main
Polk attributes the
campus.
changes to several things, not
In 2000, there was a
just
a rise in criminal activity.
decrease in motor vehicle
She said that increased
theft for all on-campus
enforcement,
as well as
property from 25 in 1999, to
increased awareness and
18 in 2000. On the other
prevention
on
the part of the
hand, motor vehicle theft on
public property near campus students probably played a
took a large jump from six in role. "1 think that community
1999, to thirty-three in 2000. members at WSU are becoming conscientious of crime
Liquor law arrests have
also been on the rise, increas- prevention and reporting,"
ing by about 30 each year. Of said Polk.
Reports such as this help
the 194 liquor law arrests
Public Safety determinethat have taken place since

By Scott Benfield
Staff w r i t e r

. u to allocate their
where
resources, according to Polk.
' hey help officers target
directed patrols, as well as
educate people in problem
areas.
The Department of PublicSafety advises all members of
the university community to

he aware of their belongings
items are never left unatbe
tended.
and take precautions. Some
A copy of the full report,
of their recommendations are
as follows: walking in groups, as well as other information
about Public Safety policies
especially at night, using the
campus safety escort service, and services, is available in
keeping resident doors locked the Public Safety information
booklet and online at
at all times and making sure
that books and other valuable www.wright.edu/admin/
safety/.

Wright State Crime
Statistics 1998-2000

1998

1999

2000
11

Robbery

5

15

Aggravated assault

15

9

14

Motor vehicle theft

28

31

51

Burglary

24

20

45

5

7

6

40

62

62

Forcible Sex Offenses
Liquor Law Arrests
Liquor Law Judicial Affairs Referral

131

132

147

Drug Law Arrests

55

37

50

Drug Law Judicial Affairs Referral

38

41

7

' These numbers represent crimes reported for on-campus, non-campus and
public property.

Theft spree hits campusRestroom debate
By Scott Benfield
Staff w r i t e r

The Wright State University community saw a rise in
crime last week with 18
reported thefts from Sept. 23
to 29,13 of them from
automobiles.
On Tuesday, Sept. 25,
three separate stereos were
stolen from cars parked at
College Park. According to
the police reports the thefts
more than likely, took place
sometime between 3 a.m.
and 9 a.m. The estimated
value of the merchandise
stolen is around $1,500.
The most significant
theft spree of the week
occurred on Thursday, Sept.
27 in the campus parking
lots when five WSU students
learned that their cars were
broken into and had stereo
equipment missing.
"I was pretty pissed,"
said Benjamin Sweeny,

freshman, whose CD player,
CD's, toolbox and bottle jack
were stolen from his truck in
Lot 4. He kept the tools in his
truck to help people who
may have had car trouble but
said that he won't be able to
do that anymore.
Three of the crimes took
place in Lot 4, while the
other two were in lots 7 and
10. In all of the instances,
either the door lock was
popped or the window was
shattered. Also, the crimes
occurred in broad daylight,
between the hours of 10:30
a.m. and 4:10 p.m. This
series of car thefts accounted
for a total of about $3,075
worth of stolen property .
There were several other
stereos stolen along with a
pair of cell phones, a homecoming banner, and a '93
GMC Suburban among other
things. Altogether, about
SI 1,000 worth of property
was stolen from WSU that
week.
Captain David Finnie,

associate director of the
Department of Public Safety,
said that the fall and spring
quarters are when most of
the major thefts tend to take
place. There are police
patrolling the various parking
lots, however there are only
two to four officers on duty
on any given shift.
"We are understaffed."
said Finnie. "We would like to
see the department increase
in size."
Public Safety is on the
lookout for suspicious and
criminal behavior. Even
though they are constantly
patrolling the campus, and
periodically doing plainclothed operations, they have
become increasingly reliant
on risk reduction strategies
and techniques due to their
small size. "We really rely on
crime prevention education,"
Finnie said.
Finnie save some advice
See "Theft" p.6

extra costs, an institution
may not charge individuals or
groups of individuals the
expense. "Eric could make a
Discussion over Wright
very strong case under the
State's proposed charge for
ADA," said Rosen, referring to
students needing restroom
Eric Peebles, who challenged
assistance has moved into a
the school's proposal over the
legal debate with both sides
summer.
interpreting the Americans
The service consists of
with Disabilities Ac! differpaid attendants who stay at
ently.
the disabilities restroom
The need for cutting
throughout the week, helping
services came about after
students who need assisstate budget cuts, according
tance. The program costs the
to Jeffrey Vernooy, director of school $34,000 dollars a year
Disabilities Services. Accordand currently includes about
ing to Vernooy, the free
30 students.
restroom services were cut
The school initially
because everything else is
started providing the free
mandatory under the ADA.
service to improve the
Supplying an attendant and
conditions of students with
personal assistants is not the disabilities in Ohio, according
institution's responsibility,
to Vernooy. "We feel there
said Vernooy.
needs to be a few universities
Jeffrey Rosen, of the
that offer students those
National Council on Disability options," he said. "I dislike
in Washington, D.C., disdoing this and don't want to
agrees. According to Rosen
the ADA specifies that
although services may require
See "Disabilities" p.5

By Josh Sweigart
News Editor
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indent groups help Sept. 11 victims
By Josh Sweigart
News Editor

Cans donated to the Greek
offices will be given to the
Kettering Fire Department
for fundraising.

Across campus, various
student organizations arc
becoming part <>! what the
national mod', has referred
to as the lar; est charity
campaign in the nation's
history.
Greek organizations are
engaged in both creative and
traditional fundraising
techniques. The I'anhellenic
Council is collecting clothes
and canned goods to send to
New York, as well as aluminum cans to donate to the
Kettering Fire Department,
who will send the money

from recycling them to Red
Cross.
Delta Tau Delta, with help
from Delta /.eta, plans to
collect monev to buy a n e w
lire truck I'oi the New York
I ire Department. Starting
Thursday, volunteers will
stand in front of Meijer
continuously for a week
waving an American Hag and
collecting donations.
With over S3,000 collected already, the goal is to
have over $300,000 by New
Year's Day. "We were looking
at something to do and
something tangible to give
back," said Anthony Polito,
member of Delta Tau Delta.

Reasons Why WSl! PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll iver Need
- We stock many of the popular over the counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safety, braces and support . cervical
support, diabetes carc, hosiery, incontinence urologicals. ostomy, wound
management, and other areas as well.
-We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and
WSU students.
-We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
-The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes
and often five minutes.
-We now accept the Wright One Card.
-Parents can send insurance info to (937) 775-2167 (fax)

The Asian Student
Association donated all of the
money from selling food at
fall I est to Red Cross. Like
many other campus groups,
they are also presently
planning ways to raise money
during Homecoming Week.
Other organizations, such
as Student Government, are
still planning ways to get
involved in the relief effort.
"People donate money
where ihey see a need," said a
representative of the Day ton
area chapter of Red Cross,
"and you can still see a great
need in that area."

Delta Sigma Theta is
donating the proceeds of
their annual Delta Debonair
competition to Red Cross.
I'ive contestants were selected by a campus-wide vote.
Now whichever contestant
collet is the most money will
be elected Delta Debonair and
will win a gift certificate to
the Mall at Fairfield Commons. \ oiunteers are collecting money for the contestants
in front of the Black Student
Union all week.
Recently, Beta Phi Omega
also held an event, collecting
money while rowing a small
raft in the moat around The
Hangar.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm
1PHONE: 775-3414

Also located in Fred White:

Internal Medicine: x4580
Student Health: x2552
Wendv McGonical, Nurse Practitioner and
Gordon Walbroehl, M.D. seeing students daily.

www.vvright.edu/admin/fredvvhite/pharmacy/

The Guardian...

Read more in bathroom stalls than grafitti.

-
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New SG chief of staff
-mmrnmi

By Nicole Eiland
Staff Writer
joy Jordan, new chief of
staff for Student Government, was officially voted in
at Thursday's SG meeting.
The position was left vacant
before the start of the year
when Lissa Stapleton resigned due to personal
reasons.
Members of the executive staff conducted interviews with qualified candidates last month. The \ oting
process continued as written
in SG's constitution.
The duties of chief of
staff include contributing
administrative support to
the president and vice
president. "I keep record of
what SG and university
committees are working on

by comprising final reports
and initiating task duties for
members sitting on the
committees," said Jordan, a
biological science ma jor.
Jordan keeps the president and vice president aware
"of ongoing activities initiated
by the Senate and House of
Representatives," she said.
She also coordinates assignments for SG while collaborating with the director of
internal affairs on the assessment of committee duties. "I
provide the Senate and
cabinet members with the
resources necessary in order
to accomplish the goals of
SG," she said.
Jordan is an experienced
student leader She is the
chair of the advancement
committee and is a sitting
member on the food services

I plan to bring
precision and
unity to SG.
- Joy Jordan,
SG chief of staff
and public relations committee where, according to
Jordan, the student opinions
and concerns are expressed
and effectively communicated.
Jordan said she is enthused with her position and
plans to bring her best to SG.
"I plan to bring precision and
unity to SG. I want to get
Wright State students involved in what we're working
on," she said. "I am committed to serving the student
body and I am confident that
we will have a fantastic year."

"Disabilities" continued
Dan Papay, assistant director for design and construction,
walks across a section cf a two floor atrium in the center
of the building.
Photo by Stephanie Irwin

Millett facelift
on schedule

By Dana Welly
Staff W r i t e r

With the construction of
Millett Hall well underway,
many renovations are finished but there are even more
to come.
"Construction is running
smoothly and there have been
no complications so far," said
Vicky Davidson, assistant vice
president of Facilities Planning and Management.
Presently workers are installing a new roof and a new
mechanical heating and air
conditioning system.
According to Dan Papay,
assistant director for design
and consl ruction, renovation
is moving from the top down,
so ceilings are being installed
on the fourth floor while
walls are still being constructed in lower areas.
Glass walls on both ends
are completed, showing the

'area to be occupied by
offices. A glass partition will
soon be installed in the wall
facing the Quad. Those
windows will eventually
provide light for student
study areas. The completion
of these walls will help
insulate the building for
winter, according to Papay,
making renovation easier.
The building is still slated
for completion in June 2002,
according to Davidson, with
classes being held there
shortly after.
" The university decided
to renovate Millett because
they had so many complaints
about the heating and air
conditioning systems, not to
mention the building not
having a sprinkler system,"
said Davidson. Millett was
built before sprinklers were
standard in all public buildings. Millett was "no longer
useful to students," said
Davidson.

• WWW ,-THEGUARPi ANONH NE.. COM
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do this but my hands arctied."
Rosen ihinks the issue
transcends financial or legal
concerns, however, and is
mainly ethical. He said that
universities provide manf
services free to students,
such as housing and recreation, and "try to hang their
hats on a backward interpretation" .' hen it comes to
students with disabilities.
"People have to go beyond
what the law requires," he
said.
Disabilities Sen-ices has
to make the cuts though,
according to Vernooy, and
"has to maintain services and
meet goals," he said. Vernooy
added that his office is open
to suggestions for a compromise.
Rosen, however, w as
unwavering. "We support
|Eric| 10(1 percent," he --aid.
"A lot of people with disabilities are being screwed in
Ohio."

Give us the

finger...
WWW.

theguardianonline
.com
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Ground
S9.00 per hour as a Package Handler!
Earn S9.00 an hour to start!
Tuition Assistance available after 30 days!
Weekends off!
Work up to 26 hours per week!
1 Early morning or evening shift available!
Advancement Opportunities available!
Must be 18 years old to apply!
Apply in person or visit our web site:
M-F, 8-4 pm
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point-70Blvd.
I uber Heights, Ohio 45424
(937)236-6774
www.fedex.com
EOE/AA

house of d r a f t & grill

Still the coldest beer in town'
18 yrs (St up
Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed. Thurs.

Fri.

KAPAOt LADIES COLLEGE LIVE
8PM- NIGHT! NIGHT! MUSIC
OP AFT
LA0CS
NASCAJ? NASCAP 12 AM DP1NVFPK SPECIALS
NFL

&

NFL

&

Sat.
LIVE
MUSIC

WttMSOAV. WIT f-SHST CONTEST AT 12 A.M.'

Mon. - Sat. 5:30 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.
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Student, truggle with income
By Nicole Eiland
Staff Writer

For students who pay
tuition, rent or other
necessary but expensive
bills out of pocket, finding
time for both work and
school can be difficult.
Exact numbers are elusive,
but students testify to
having a hard time making
ends meet.
"Providing for my living
expenses off of what I make
is very difficult. 1 have rent
and other additional costs
such as my utilities bill and
gas for my car," said
Candice Cohen, middle
childhood education major.
"1 can't depend on anyone
else to pay my rent. I'm
more independent now and
it can be overwhelming."
Many students are
provided assistance through
financial aid. Others work
while going to school.
Students who work on
campus are only allowed to
work 20 hours a week while
classes are in session; if
they carry a 3.0 GPA. they
can work 30 hours. All
students can work full time
during breaks. "Sometimes
20 hours a week can be too

mu
<id
Patli M i-

ning,
student
employment
coordinator.
"A happy
median
would be
between
10
to 1 r> hours
a week."
Student
workers,
however,
find the
hours to be
not enough.
"Twenty
hours a
week does
not provide
sufficient

at last weeks career fair in the
.
.
funds for bi- student Union multipurpose room. Photo by Justin Garman

weekly
budgeting." said Aaron
Gause,
management
information
systems major. "I struggle
to pay bills and buy other
essentials, such as groceries,
books, etc."
Those who work off
'•ampus, however, often
work far more than 20
hours a week, regardless of
their academic standing.

Local businesses say that
there are a number of
students who work for them.
"During the summer, there's
quite a few college students
working for us, but right now
we have 20 to 25 students
who work 20 to 24 hours a
week," said Sherry Bostick.
store director for Meijer.
Cooker's restaurant has 35 to
40 students working for
them, while Red Lobster has

10 on board. Both schedule
students for an average of 2535 hours a week. Autumn
Peters, sociology major,
works 38 to 40 hours a week.
"I have to work to pay for my
school," she said. "I don't
have time for much else. All
of my time is consumed by
school and work." Peters is
the assistant manager at the
Finish Line.
There are services for

VtfWSU 106.9 Fall 2001 S c h e d u l e

"Theft" continued
to anyone with a car
campus. He said that it is
best not to keep valuable
items in your car at all. If
that can't be avoided, keep
them out of sight, preferably in the trunk, and never
forget to lock all of the
doors. Also, it may help to
take extra steps in securing
the car, such as purchasing
an alarm system, a club or
other anti-theft devices.
Even though they may not
always stop a criminal from
breaking into a car, they
will make it easier for a
criminal to get caught.
Finnic also advised
anyone who sees suspicious
or criminal activity taking
place not to confront the
criminal but to call Public
Safety at 775-2111, or, in
case of an emergency, call
911 from the nearest
emergency telephone
located in most campus
parking lots.
students who get into financial trouble. The Office of
Student Life places students
in touch with staff throughout the university for financial advice. Interested students can contact Katie
Deedrick, director of Student
Life.

u/wsu

Fayota Huffman

iShaun
j McGitlvary

| Nightnder

Prepaid praams se® nise with tuition
By Liz Sidoti
Associated Press Writer

2 MILLION INVESTORS.
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
1 WEIRD NAME.
TIAA-CREF has a long history o^ managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds.
Contact us for ideas, strategies, and,, at the very least, proper pronunciation.
TlAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2888

WEEKLY WEB POLL:
Who would win in an all-out brawl?
•George W. Bush
•Osama Bin Laden
•Tony Blair
• David Hasselhoff
Vote at:
www.theguardianonline.com

Managing money for people
with other lj»ings to think about.

S
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Flood pants and Sears sneakers

Reunion offers opportunity to reconnect with former self

cated composites of many
rated by the Air Force,
selves who are still transcollege. Europe. California
forming each moment of each
and ten years.
day into another person who
See, my tenth year
in my life.
will look back ten years from
reunion is Oct. 20. And I'll be
My classmates highnow and wonder, "Who was I
looking me back up.
lighted my inadequacies.
then?"
I haven't faced that quiet
They were never overtly
So as we all continue to
child in many years. 1 lost
cruel. 1 was just never on the
make tough decisions about
him
somewhere
in
San
inside and often the butt of
who
we are, and why we are,
Francisco six years back and
other's jokes. And to be
and how we are, let's keep in
quickly finished him off with
honest 1 didn't even know
In high school 1 was
mind that none of us are ever
an ode to his demise.
breathlessly quiet. I could how to respond to them.
truly what we seem, but
Now. I am excited to be
My surroundings pulled
find ways to hide myself
infinite entities spanning time
seeing everyone from high
and pinched me, shaped and
in empty rooms.
and ancestry and consisting
school again, but of all the
molded me until who 1 was
People who know me
people that I'll reconnect with of each unique experience
became a shy teen who shut
now can't fathom that
that we have had...
at
my
reunion,
the
one
I'm
himself off from the world
image of me.
Don't you ever just stop
most interested in is that
because he never seemed to
They see me as an
to wonder who you really are?
little boy I left behind.
extrovert, an egoist, and 1 fit into it.
How other people's
You
see,
I'm
a
different
I didn't date until I was
can only laugh because I
thoughts of you compose
17.1 never dated anyone from person than I used to be.
know that my current
your
identity?
Even though I am still
my school. I never even
enthusiasm comes from
Do you ever wonder...?
wrapped up in the labels that
thought I had a chance with
the hard fought under1 do.
standing that I am just as anyone because of my glasses others slap on me like
Now if 1 could only find
insidious bumper stickers
and my acne and my flood
ytar. It It prtfched »y ttodents ol Wrttft Kite worthy as anyone else to
some Gum-Out to get these
that
adhere
to
my
soul
and
pants and my Sears tennis
Urtvuptfty in Dayton. Otto. Mtortatj without SyBnei speak my mind, to forge
damn
bumper stickers off...
threaten to cover me in alien
Ion ol the editorial board. my identity, to be unshoes.
words that I do not underI'm not that boy anymore
afraid.
stand and will never identify
mait* are thote ot the wrttert, artttt and advert*
In high school, 1 knew as anyone in Dr. Pacernick's
with, such as, exhibitionist or
poetry writing class or my
I was a nerd, a geek, a
own English 102 course could egoist.
led adverttlng copy In accordance with any pretent chubby little four-eyed
But people form opinions
attest.
ortatnreedvsrtitiiw acceptance rules ettattlshed boy. 1 knew that 1 would
of us before they ever take
But next weekend, I'm
by The Guardian M contents contained herein arenever be an> thing bethe
time
to begin to underthe exprets property el neGmrOm. Copyright prtvl- cause that was my lot in
going to run back into him.
stand that we are not the 50
leges revert to the wrttert, artist and photographers life. My young mind clung
Two Saturdays from now
minute slice that they may
tpeclflc works titer publication. Copyright
(hat boy and me are going to
to that belief.
2000 JlmGontan. WrljW State Urtverttty.« rights
see three times a week.
dance a delicate rhythm as !
Everything about my
reterved. Ftrst Issue Iree. Additional coplet mi
Each of us are complistraddle two worlds sepaexistence reinforced it
requested lor S.50 each.
m> inability to be cool, or to
Column by
attract girls, or to ever be
Don Bruce
Op/Ed Edito. anything more than a shadow

Editorial

Letters to the Editor
• The Guardian encourages letters
to the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
• Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class
standing (if applicable)
• Deadline for submissions is 5
p.m. on the Friday proceeding the next
issue
• Letters should be kept to 300
words or less
• All letters are subject to editing
for space and content
• Letters which duplicate others
may be omitted
• When responding to another
letter, refer to the date and headline
• Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used

E-mail: guartfianoped« hotmail.com

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax: 775-5535
Editor in Chief: 775-5540
News/Sports: 775-5538
Scene: 775-5538
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by Paul Kulis

HOLY WAR BATMAN!

BOOM

Guardian editorial policy
Why Op-Ed pages? Why
are these two pages different
from the rest?
A newspaper has a duty
to present news fairly and
accurately, and without bias.
But Opinions pages are
loaded with bias. They exist
to provide a forum for
discussion on political issues,
cultural oddities, incongruities or whatever else concerns readers.
Many individual voices
emerge here in the form of
letters to editor from readers,
commentary from staff
members or readers and
cartoons drawn by artists.
Their w ords or visions arc
theirs, and do not represent
the newspaper as a whole.
Given such freedom of

expression, many unpopolar
ideas can be raised h e r e - a n d
they have. Readers react, and
everyone, including The
Guardian, perhaps sees a new
perspective that challenges
their views.
If newspapers serve as
watchdogs, their editorial
pages are the bark and the
bite.
Like a debate, our Opinion pages have rules adhered
to by all newspapers in the
U.S.: opinions that deny
undisputable facts, contain
hate speech or target individuals or specific groups are
NOT published here.
Read something you
disagree with? Well...write us
a letter. That's the whole
point.
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PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
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7:4
7:50
8:00
8:10
8 20
8:30
8:40
8:50
9:00
9.10
9:20
9.30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
12:30
12:50
1:10

7:35
7 46
7:55
8:05
815
8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:36
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10.25
10:35
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25
12:3b
12:55
1:15

1:30
1:40
1:60
2:00
2:10
2 20
2:30
2:40
2:50
3:00
3:1C
3:3(1
3:5< 1
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6.10
6:30
6:50
7:10
7:30
7:50
6:10
8:30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9.50
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MONDAY -

6:30
7:30
8 30*
ONLY

TIMES
T4fl
8:25

WOODS
P ' N E HALL
2:20
3:20
4:20

6:35
6-40
6:45
7:35
7:40
7:45
8:35*
8:40*
8:45*
NO PiCKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

WPT 2 0

STM
B 35
9:20
10:05
1050
11 3 5
i.: 20
1 05

10:40
11:25
12:10
12:56
2:23
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6:55
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SATURDAYS ONLY
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TIMES

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
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VIILASE
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3:15
3:05
3 00
4 15
4:05
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4 25
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6:05
5:25
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8 OS
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9:45
10:05
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9
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8
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1
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1
1
.
1
6
1
1
:
1
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1:16
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2
:
1
5
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1
0
2
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0
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4
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3
0
4
.
2
5
4
:
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1:35
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1.55
2.05
2 15
2:25
2 35
2:45
2:56
3:OS
3:15
3 35
3:55
4:15
4:35
4:55
5.15
5:35
5.55
6 16
6:35
6:55
7.15
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7:55
8:15
8:35
8:56
9:15
9:35
9:55

ALL
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8:25*
•DROP OFF
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LOT

MBUER
2:25
325
4:25
6:50
7:50
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_RALD MALL
EME
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2:36
3:50
3:35
4.50
4:35
7:00
B 00
9: ' 6

7:15
8.15
9:30
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E^Vegi ! life0 ^ Celebrating national
By Brendan Bergan
Staff Writer

the ethical reasons," said
Myers. "It's just part of who I
am now. As I get older its
more about the health
People become vegetarians and vegans for a variety
reasons."
Ben Fannin, a recent WSl1
of reasons. Some cite the
graduate, has been vegan only
health dangers of red meat,
for a few months. Hi- ' ocame
others the cruelty of factory
farming, and still others have vegetarian over two .ears
religious convictions that
ago, partially becau e of
ethical reasons and it-cause
forbid them from eating
his "girlfriend got (him) into
certain types of meat.
Most people know that
this."
vegetarianism means living
Fannin added, "It's good
on a diet made up of fruits,
to have a certain amount of
vegetables, grains, nuts, tht
discipline."
Living free of meat may
occasional mushroom and
some dairy products. Some
seem like a sacrifice, but
those who become vegetarself-proclaimed veget arians
ians or vegans find the
will even eat fish or chicken.
Others will avoid anything
lifestyle easier than they
that has a face. Strict vegetar- thought.
"I haven't found a disadians known as vegans will not
consume any kind of product vantage yet. As soon as I gave
that was made with or from
up milk and meat, I found I
didn't miss it," said
an animal.
WSU freshman Andrew
Christenson.
Vegetarians sometimes
Christenson describes himself
face restrictions on where
as almost vegan.
"Bryers recently came out they can go out to eat, but
with a certain type of ice
many restaurants, both on
cream I can't let go of, so I'm and off campus, offer vegnot vegan," Christenson.
etarian options.
"'Usually there is someChristenson chose his
thing (vegetarian) to eat in
lifestyle for ethical reasons.
He, like many vegans and
three out of four places," said
vegetarians, subscribe to a
Myers.
vegetarian lifestyle because
As for the food options
they refuse to support the
for vegetarian students on
cruel practices of factory
campus, "there are some, but
farming.
there aren't enough,"
"I read a pamphlet on
Christenson said.
what goes on in factory
farming, and 1 personally
Recommended local
believe that I don't want to be
involved in that or support
restaurants with
that in any way," said
Christiansen.
vegetarian or vegan
Srikanth Yellopregada,
menus
WSU senior MIS major, has
ethical concerns with meat on
China
Garden
a more basic level.
112 Woodman Drive
"I don't think I have the
Dayton
right to take another life
(937) 781-9999
when I didn't create it," said
Yellopregada.
Little Saigon
He also cannot eat beef
1718 Woodman Drive
because his religion, HinduDayton
ism, forbids it. He is not a
(937)
258-8010
vegan "simply for nutritional
purposes." However, he does
Strange Brew Coffee &
drink milk and consume milk
Tea Co.
products.
227 East Cecil Street
Senior motion picture
Springfield
production major Kevin
(937) 322-4233
Myers has been a vegetarian
since 1985. Although initially
Thai West Restaurant
he was concerned only with
6118 Chambersburg
the morality of eating animal
Road
products, his reasons for
Dayton
being a vegetarian have
(937) 237-7767
changed over time.
"I'm less concerned about

coming out day on campus

WSU Lambda Union officers: Secretary Michael Wheeler, sophomore criminal
psychology major, President Amanda Bennett, junior mass communications
major, and Office Manager Mike Liles, junior theatre studies major.
By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

major Michael Wheeler.
The WSU Lambda Union
will hold a candlelight vigil on
October 11,1987, is often Wednesday. Oct. 10, on the
Ouad at 7 p.m. in order to
considered the climax of
remember GLBT hate crime
quiet revolution, h 's also the
\ictims, as well as celebrate
beginning of years of workshops, discussions and rallies unity and understanding
among members of the
to promote the equality of
community for National
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
Coming Out Day.
transgendered (GLBT) perAs a result of the focus
sons.
on change, there has been a
Oct. 11 is a date that
lot of progress made throughstands out in many people's
out the country in the GLBT
minds for various reasons.
social realm. This is evident
Some remember it as the
march on Washington. During in the organizations and
the day, people reflect on the clubs that have been created
for the purpose of giving
victims of hate crimes.
GLBT persons places to hang
Mathew Shepherd, hateout that are fully accepting of
crime victim, crosses the
their lifestyles.
thoughts of many. However,
The Dayton Gay and
for the most part, Oct. 11,
Lesbian Organization, the
National Coming Out Day,
Columbus Stonewall Organirevolves around healing,
zation and many others
remembrance and celebraaround the area have been
tion.
"Usually when something established in the hope of
happens, it is related to
equality for members of the
intolerance and ignorance. If
GLBT community.
For more information,
we can combat the ignorance,
contact the WSU Lambda
we can combat the hate
Union at 775-5565 or visit the
crimes," said WSU Lambda
organization in W047 Student
Union secretary and sophomore criminal psychology
Union.

GLBT-friendly
hangouts and
contacts
1470 Wert
34 North Jefferson St.
Dayton
(937) 461-1470
Celebrity Show Club
850 North Main Street
Dayton
(937) 461-2582
The Cross Creek
Community Church
667 MiamisburgCenterville Road
www.crosscreekchurch.org
Dayton Gay and
Lesbian Center
Hotline: (937) 274-1776
Team Dayton
(Gay Identified Sports)
Contact: Tom Kohn
(937) 277-5125
The Q Gift Shop
1904 North Main Street
Dayton
(937) 274-4400
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!=3 Mad Riveroutlaws

{g roove

One track mint!

By Leslie Benson
Features Editor

Having won the 2001
i lav inn
Wright State Battle of the
written and
Bands, WSU-based rockabilly
performed
band Crazy Joe and the Mad
original music
River Outlaws used the free
since his prior
FJM Studio time they were
solo project Yer
awarded to record their
Average Joe.
newest CD, 1'nnts on l ire, a
Tritschler and
country -western style collechis musical
tion of five devil-may-care
sidekicks pack a
tracks.
punch with
The precise guitar licks of
Pants on Fire
vocalist and guitarist "Crazy
The album
Joe" Tritschler, the bluesy
is available lor
bass beats of "Hep Cat Matt"
purchase at
Duffey and the steady drumCrazy Joe and
ming of "Pumpkin Pat" Lee
the Mad River
create a pistol-whipped
Outlaws' live
album with ragtime dance
shows as well as
beats, hints of surf-rock and
at the Sam
rowdy FJvis flavor.
Goody's store in
The album is filled with
the Mall at
clever songs relaying his life
Fairfield Comexperiences."... especially
Joe Tritschler performs with his band
mons for 57.99.
embarrassing ones like
at the WSU 2001 Battle of the Bands.
smashing up my buddy's
company car from Lang
Live! Wednesday, Oct. 17
Chevrolet ("I Smashed Hp
Your Chevy")," said
Crazy Joe and the Mad River Outlaws ( ockabilly)
Tritschler, and "hanging out
in a bank parking lot in
with fellow WSU bands Burning Veda (bluesSpringfield and being generrock) and Avenue (emo/pop-punk)
ally delinquent" ("Tuesday
Night"). the album also
Jags //1227 Wilmington Pike // 294-0713
includes high-speed versions
Admission: 21 and older $4, 18 and up $6
of "Rusted Out Cadillac-

Little T and One Track Mi

rebellion thai is amusing
enough to catch y our ear.
home is Dupe is reminiscent of early Beastie Boys, but
Little T and One Track
Mike's debut album. Fame is it also branches out with
more melodic attempts,
V ii'c, defies categorization,
j>i\ in}> the album a tone that
but that's not to imply that
is similar in nature to the
it's groundbreaking.
The album delivers clever, work of Beck. Little T and One
Track Mike will catch on with
yet simple, lyrics throughout
teens thai are slightly insubthe music. However, the
ordinate but not quite ready
featured single "Shaniqua"
for the likes of Eminem.
fails to justly represent the
The album is raw but has
album's depth.
room for potential. The boys
The album touches on
have the tools, and as they
everything from the banjo
mature mentally and musilatent childhood tale
cally, they will learn to better
"Sammy." to an anthem of
self-hate in "kick in the Ass." harness their musical abiliAll sarcasm aside. Little T has ties. Keep an open ear for the
music.
a lyrical style of sentimental

By Dan Brock
Volunteer Writer

Barnes & Noble Kiosk j
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
E ' 82 Student Union
Darvton, OH 43435
(937)773-5600

JT It's your life,
xhoose accordingly.

For fobi that roc*. vi«« us at
www. dngulif com

cinqular"
What do yoj have to sayT _
'4»»CW A W "

Limited lime offer Credit approval and activation of service on 2 year
contract lor eligible Cingular calling plans -equ.red. Offer canrv°10«
combined wilh any special 0-tters Early termination and act»a.ion fees
appi* NKJIM and weekend ncwrs ace Monday to Friday ' 0 01 prn to 5 59
am and arf (Say Sasurday and Sunday Long distance charges apply unless
you nave also chosen the long distance opltcn Natlcrnwde Long Otstance
aprfoi to calls originating trcm your Home Ca»ng Area and laminating in
the U.S. Airtime diarges app*y to long <*stance cafcs WinHess 'nlamat
requires a WAP-enabled phone. Wireless Internet access applies to
access charge only and p-< minute usage charge* apply. Wireless
internet is only available in select Cingular Wlrelese service area*.
Wutiess internet « not «**raten1 to landtine
TtiW
C0n»jnj
providers may impoee additional charges. Refer to Wlreiess Internet
' cluire tof additional details. Call* subject to Uuee. tong distance
-oamirw. universal service fee oc other charges. Package minutes and
unlmilad night and weekend minute® apply lo calls made orreceiyad
wtttwi *"•<* calSng area AKWie m excaM ol any package m»nutw i|JII be
charged Ma par mfru*e«ale of $.15 to J 50. Digital phone and Cingitor
Wireuies long distance are required. Airtme and otter measured us»ga
are rounded up to the n « t wTmlnule at the STMJ o» each call tof bHhng
purposes. Unused package minutes do not camr fonaart to t i e nenNung
period and are toWarted ft^gtone* are available ontf
and m select Cingula# W l w l e * • --vice areas The charge for Rjngtone* «
incurred one time. each time y&v, download a Rmglone Massaging
service and user provided Internet accesa required for Hingtones.
OpUonal features may be cancelled alter Initial term ot thaiservice
contracl Otter condtttona and restrictions apply See confcaa and
store tor details. 02001 Nokia Inc. Nokia. Connecting People and < ^ r y .
the 5100 series phones are trademarks ot Nokia Corporation
and/or Its aWBaias. Cmgular Wireless. "What do you have lo say? F A "
and the oraohto icc*i are Service Marks o> OngiAar Wiretose LLC. -gam
oeoo 1 Cingular Wireless LLC A l rights reserved
—
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Amusing, no-brain comedy Zoolander
By Brendan Bergan
Staff Writer
Normally, movies based
on one-note characters from
comedy sketches aren't very
impressive and don't do too
well at the box office. For
every two or three Wayne's
Worlds there are five or six It's
Pats! Zoolander, however,
while inconsistent, has its
share of hilarious moments. It
is by far the best adaptation
of a sketch written for th«
VH-1 fashion awards to hit
the silver screen yet.
Derek Zoolander (Ben
Stiller of There's Something
About Mary) has been the
world's foremost male
supermodel for a decade.
When he loses "Male Model of
the Year" to hot upstart
Hansel (Owen Wilson of Meet
the Parents), Zoolander
questions his purpose for the
first time. What if there is
more to life than being
"really, really, really goodlooking?" He and his three
male-model roommates go
out to cheer themselves up,
which ends in the death of
everyone except Derek. This
is possibly the funniest scene
in the film.
After the tragedy,
Derek announces his retire-

Ben Stiller (Derek) and Christine Taylor (Matilda)
perform in Zoolander.
line by top fashion designer
ment. He longs for meaning
Mugatr (Will Farrell) brings
in his life, and he dreams of
him back into the world of
opening a center for "kids
who can't read good and want modeling. Little does
Zoolander know that he is
to learn to do other stuff
being brainwashed to kill the
good, too." Forsaking the
prime minister of Malaysia,
world of high fashion, he
whose anti-sweatshop ideals
moves back home to the
threaten the whole fashion
coalfields of southern New
industry. Only by teaming up
Jersey to work with his
family. After working for one- with Time magazine writer,
and love interest, Matilda
day in the mines, his father
Jeffries (Christine Taylor) and
(Jon Voight) and his brother
ex-rival Hansel can Zoolander
(Vince Vaughn) reject him.
hope to save the day.
Derek is now even more
Zoolander is, in fact, a
distraught, but an offer to be
dumb comedy. The chuckles
the face of the new clothing

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding

aren't non-stop, but
there are more than a
lew laugh-out-loud
scenes. There are also
lots of amusing
cameos, including a
hilarious turn by Billy
Zane (The Phantom).
Ben Stiller's
direction of the film
is standard. The
cinematography and
editing are hardly
noticeable, which
allows the comedy to
play out without a lot
of gimmicky interference (Take note, Guy
Ritchie!). The onslaught of product
placements are at
times distracting, and
the social message of the film
("hey, sweatshops are bad") is
delivered with all the subtlety
of a sledgehammer. However,

Zoolander provides a good
distraction for anyone who
doesn't want to think too
hard this fall.

OPEN
-HOUSE
October 11

«%K

Poster S p e c i a l s

your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com

Your On-Campus Copy Shop
Conveniently located in the Student Union Atrium
E008 Student Union
775-5784
Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

V
•

U.S. A I R F O R C E

A Division of Printing Services
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Free classical guitar concert at noon

perform mostly clas •'
guitar music inclut =
Vuvoldi Concerto,
The Westminster Presby - Jerry Taylor on the i,
terian Church will hold the
chord. He will also p
"hird in a series of four
from Brazil and a few b.
Noonday Concerts featuring favorites.
The Westminster PresbyWSU guitar instructor Jim
terian Church has often held
McCutcheon.
McCutcheon, a classically Noonday Concerts as a new
way for people to experience
trained guitarist, will present
the next Noonday Concert on church. The concerts are held
to motivate people to think
Thursday, Oct. 18. He will
By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

outside of the standard
Sunday mass. The church
holds the concerts for anyone
interested in attending them,
but they are especially for
people who wouldn't normally be interested in the
church.
Having played the guitar
since age 11, McCutcheon has
been playing for 38 years. Heearned his bachelor of arts
degree at WSU in classical

The U n i o n Activities Board jresents:

COMEDIAN:

t^riThB art of life

By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer

Rob Paravonian
i

AftMn on Comedy Central's,

tHi F? Party starring Isaac Hayes

j

Church.
guitar performance. He then
The Noonday Concert will
earned his masters degree in
begin at noon on Thursday,
music education and curOct. 18. The concert itself is
rently works as a faculty
free, but a S3 lunch can be
associate at WSU.
purchased afterwards.
McCutcheon also teaches
The Westminster Presbyguitar lessons at his two
terian Church is located at
studios, both of which are
12!> North Wilkinson Street in
located in Centerville.
downtown Day ton. For more
"The music is a type you
information, contact the
really can't find any where
else, like on the radio. It's just church at (937) 223-7285 or
not usual," said John Neely of contact Jim McCutcheon's
ihe Westminster Presbyterian Studios at (937) 433-(>768.

and Sandra Bemhart as well as
Premium Blend!
tured on several national and
locSI radios!
Ttuw » i i n ^ N e w York Post

Comedy Pick^bf the Weekf

"
out a n d see this HILARIOUS
comedian, as he pleases us with
song arid laughter!

COMING
Wed., Oct. 17th, 2001
to the Student Union Atruim

7:00P.M.

This event is FREE!
Karaoke Night in the Rat!
Thrs., Oct. 11th--8-11 P.M. -w-.
•:#
FREE!
For more info., contact Tiffani in the UAB Office at x5500, or W028SU!

Curtis Barnes, WSU
alutnnus with a bachelor of
science degree in >rt education. is exhibiting Untitled, a
collection of original paintings, at the Riverbend Art
Center.
"The title really becomes
a part of what you have to
say, and I don't want people
'o locus on that aspect of the
show," said Barnes.
Barnes is displaying a
total of 31 oil and acrylicpaintings.
"My painting style ranges
from representative to
abstract," said Barnes. "All of
my artwork is based on how
I'm responding to events in
life."
Many sources can help to
influence an artist at any
stage of their life. Barnes, 67,
includes Georgia O'Keefe,
Jacob Lawrence and impressionists such as Matisse.
\ftcr graduating from
WSl. Barnes taught elementary art in Dayton public
schools for five years. From
there, he taught at Sinclair
Community College as a
professor for eighteen years.

"(3

He was recently recognized
by his colleagues for his work
and dedication to the field
and is a member of the
African-American Visual Arts
Guild. Barnes, however,
retired in 1 VMM.
"Art is forever and is an
activity for life. It allows you
to say things and express
y ourself in ways that weren't
thought possible," said
Barnes.
To become a recognized
artist is a difficult accomplishment and is often a
lifelong process. Barnes
realizes this and is not afraid
to openly share his thoughts
with young artists. His advice
to up-and-coming artists is to
"work, work, work."
"It's easy to get discouraged. Work hard, study hard
and be consistent," Barnes
said.
Curtis Barnes will exhibit
his work at the Riverbend Art
Gallery, 1301 East
Siebenthaler Avenue in
Day ton, through October 31.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. and !) a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Saturdays. The exhibition is
free and op ;n to the public.
Call (937) 333-7000.

Doodle much?

/

w
•Enter your original comic strip
*Drop it off tc W016 Student Union
by Oct. 17
•Win. Oraw a comic every week for
The Guardian. Make people laugh.
Fame (no fortune)

Questions? Contact Stephanie at 775-5534

Sports
Overtime:
WSU nnis crushes Dayton team
WSU fans
Wednesday. Oct 10. 2001 The Guardian 1 5

Wright State's Sports Source.

turning up
the volume

Commentary
by Justin

Men's ar..

-omen's teams do well at invites on road

By Justin Ross
Sports Editor

The \\ right State men's
and women's tennis teams
each competed this weekend,
with each one of them
editor
demonstrating big performances. The men dominated
Usually
the University of Dayton on
I when
| somebody is Oct. 2, and then went on to
put on several strong perforI miking
mances at the Louisville
about the
Invitational on Oct. 5 and 6.
attendance for anything
Similarly, the women's
Wright State does, it tends to
team wrapped up some good
drif t into complaints of
performances at the Ball State
nobody showing up. I am
Invitational. Team scores
pleased to say that in this
were not kept in either
commentary' about atteninvitational.
dance, complaining is not
The University of Dayton
what you are going to read.
made their way to Fairborn to
In the past two years I
play
against the green and the
have found it a little to easy
to make it through the stands gold at the Nutter Center.
It might not have been
or a crowd at Raider events,
worth the trip for the Flyers
but this year it is turning
as the Raiders beat them on
around.
both sides of the net in their
Men's soccer games
first cross-town match up of
specifically come to mind.
the season.
The atmosphere on the
The green and gold took
sidelines and in the stands is
different than it has been for four of the six singles
matches after sweeping all
the past two years.
three doubles matches to win
It is the kind of atmo5-2.
sphere that reminds me of
Senior Chad Derry took
going to prep football games
the first flight of the singles
in my high school years.
over UD's D.J. Kebhort 7 •'> (3),
There are lots of people
6-4. Fellow senior Chad
showing up. About half of
them are there just to social- Camper (Lima, OH/Shawnee)
backed up Derry at the
ize and the other half are
number two seed by beating
there to cheer the team on. I
Nykiel 6-0, 6-2.
see more and more people
Senior Jim Grombacher
going crazy every time the
(Toledo, OH/Central Catholic)
Raiders score and getting
combined efforts with
excited about the success all
of our teams are having.
1 noticed, when looking at
the attendance records for
our weekly recaps, that more
often than not, the spectator
By Justin Ross
figures are worth mentioning Sports Editor
It is not just men's soccer
that is starting to feel the
The Wright State volleyrush. I have noticed it in
ball team rocked the Nutter
other sports that usually
Center Oct. 5 and 6 as they
maintain a lower profile, such hosted Horizon League rivals
as volleyball.
Loyola University (8-5, 4-0 HL)
This is not the first tin.e I and Illinois-Chicago (5-10, 0-5
have noticed an increased
HL). The Raiders (12-3,4-2)
interest on campus either. I
continued to play well in
first noticed it last y ear when front of a large home crowd
our basketball team hosted
totaling 440.
the MCC tournament at the
The green and gold
Nutter Center and our
started their week off with
Student Government held
the Loyola Ramblers, who sit
sign-ups for tickets. SG had a on top of the conference with
difficult time supplying the
the only undefeated record.
demand. On top of that, they The Rambiers edged the
passed out free Raider TRaiders and escaped with a
See "Fans" p. 18
win in five sets.

"We beat the first seed
first round and kept
the m o m e n t u m going
all t o u r n a m e n t . "
Senior Chad Camper

Sports

ment," agreed Camper.
Seniors Derry and Turner
also got their shots in, as they
made it through a hard
fought match with the duo
from Indiana University to
win 9-7. The pair then fell to
the number one seed and
eventual champions from
Vanderbilt 8-4.
In the singles, Derry had
a rough opening round as he
lost to Sebcstian Aspillaga
from Ul. 3-6, 6-1 and 6-3.
Derry then turned it around
Junior Kyana Jackson digs for the return at the Nutter
and won all of his remaining
Center. Jackson is a key returning letterman for the Raiders. matches moving through to
win the consolation bracket
Camper in the doubles to win knocked out the number one
in four matches.
their match in a dose 9-8 (4)
Teufel continues to turn
seed, there was no stopping
over the duo from UD. Derry the two as they drilled
heads at big invitationals as
and Turner also added a 8-6
he won his first two rounds
through their next two
win in the doubles.
opponents 8-0 before winning before getting shut down in
Freshman pair Kevin
the quarterfinals.
8-5 in the finals over Boland
Teufel and Scott hay den also and Arguello from Evansville.
Camper also won his first
won their round, 8-6, in
round, then pushed out
"We just know how each
doubles play.
number two seed Josh
other
play,
we
got
good
WSU then traveled to
Tarkoff of Vanderbilt Univerchemistry together. If one is
Kentucky to take part in the
sity (3-6, 6-3, 6-3), but he
down we pick the other up.
Louisville Invitational.
couldn't get past the eventual
We
played
the
first
seed
in
Senior duo Camper and
the first round and beat them runner-up.
Jim Grombacher continued
The women's team had
8-3 and from there we just
their terror on the double's
some big features, such as
kept on rolling," said
circuit, as they won their
senior Gloria Montero winflight once again. The seniors Grombacher.
ning in the fourth flight of
"We beat the first seed
defeated number one seed
first
round
and
kept
the
Rao and Begic from Toledo 8momentum going all tournaSee "Tennis" p. 18
3 in the first round. Having

WSU Volleyball takes on top foes
The Raiders lost a rough
opening set to Loyola, hitting
just .043 to the Ramblers'
.102. That was the last time
the Rambler's were able to
control the tempo of the
game as the Raiders, who are
ranked nationally for their
defense, showed that they
can make plays on the ball.
In the second set, the
Raiders fell into the hole
after losing a close 31-29
match, despite outplay ing
Loyola by hitting .234 to .163.
With defeat close at
hand, the Raiders easily
could have bowed out with a
respect ful performance
against the league's top team.

However they came storming
out of the half to shut down
their rival while taking sets
three and four 23-30, and 2630.
Luck did not favor the
Raiders though, in the tiebreaking set, some balls
rolled in Loyola's favor as the
green and gold fell in a dose,
heartbreaking 15-13 match.
"Everyone took I the
Loyola loss] really hard, but
we went right with them and
we can beat them," said
sophomore outside-hitter
Kelly Skaro. "We are really
excited to get to play them
again. It really helped our
confidence because I <>\oia is

the best team in our conference, and we went right with
them down to the last point.
We know we are right with
them in the conference,"
added the sophomore.
Leading the offensive
charge was junior outsidehitter Karis Day, who hit .396
in the series with 26 kills and
12 defensive digs for the
team's oniv double-double.
Junior Mandv Gels and
senior l-iza Osl; rhage
stepped up the." game
defensively . Gels >?d the way
with 16 digs, while Osterhage
controlled the game at the
net, coming up with six solo
See "V-ball" on p. 17
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Men's soccer score bis Cross country run All-Ohio
By Jennifer Martin

By Jennifer Martin
Staff Writer
i in-- [MSI u . m l "•
Raidi is dominate.! ""J11"11'Hi! :i"
1:1
11 • .n:

"Wo played wrllI the entire
lumor I \ <111 Shrewsbury.
On I rida\. against the
University of Detroit neither
tram coukl find tin* not in the
first half. Coming mil ol
halftime, Ilu- Titans scored
quickly, bill tin' Raiders did
not allow them to net any
momentum.
With Iti minutes to g>' in
the game tlie Raiders' hard
work paid oil when
Shrewsbury scored the tying
goal oil an assist from iunior
Brent Ailing. I hat would do it
lot regulation scoring.
The record thus Car lor
the Raiders in overtime play

"We had fell into a
slump earlier ir
season but I tf
a r e crawling o.
b a c k out."
jUnior Evan Shn

, V,
r.i.
/

I he Raiders improved to
n .ill \e,ir, ttie terrain was
ll\," said Ireshman Iron'
ontgoinerv. "Our times
ere noi good .is a team, but
msidering the course, we
eren't expecting to run out

being challenged In eight
Titan shots.
Sunday against Western
Michigan the Raiders defense
and of fense showed up ready
to play.
I'he Raiders defense
would hold the Broncos to
only two shots on goal,
whereas the Raiders had 14
shots on goal, so Wright
State's goalie Schiawmo did

hoping to place a little higher
tea in wise than what we did,
so it was a bit disappointing
lor everyone."
Next up tor the harriers
is the Ohio Invitational on
Saturday, Oct. I > in \thens,
t )l I. I lie women's race starts
at Iti a.m. .md the men's at

W H A T ARE Y O U A F R A 1 D OF?

TIME WARNER
CABLE

ALL THE FEARJP CAIt HflnDLE... ALL in 0I1E PLACE

"

UIITH S IIEUt HAUItTED *TWnOnS. A TERJUFUIHC FEAR.Z0HE,
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Women's soccer team wins
By Matt Koehler
Staff Writer

Ouite
goal 1

Cold and wet: a couple of
words among others which
describe playing conditions
for the W right State women's
soccer match last Friday night
against visiting IIU'UI. Despite
the weather, the Raiders were
able to hand the Jaguars a I -0
defeat in front of a minimal,
yet die-hard crowd.
1 he game's one and only
goal came mid way through
the first half when senior
Sharon Roscoe aired .1 corner
kick that was put into the
back of the net by junior
Kristin Blackwell.
The Raiders (4-;>-0»
controlled the ball offensively
for a vast majority of the
game, out shooting HUH 'I 294. There were many missed
scoring opportunities, and
there were some great saves
by the opposing goalkeeper.

opportunities. We need to
work on our finishing," salt!
sophomo'
' ' Belcher.
Dele
Raiders
prevented
meut lor
II'IHU. lloltlto only
four shots
lie Raider
defense ruined ... ,aguar
hopes of a game-t> nig goal.
The green and gold held their
opponents to just one shot
on the goal in the second
period.
Deny ing H'l'lll shots for
the Raiders was Randi f r e e
man, who recorded her third
shutout ol the season.
The Raiders look to add
more marks into their win
column this week as they play
at Howling (ireen on Oct. 0
and then host Youngstown
State University in Hori/on
p.m.
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"V-Ball" continued

hoard while lulling
1.
Despite beating tlu*
Rambler's statistically in
almosl every category, as it is
lhe Raiders lost ami had 10
bounce hack (he next day i<>
lace Ihe I IC Haines.
"We |usi came back from
loyola anil we just did really
well against 1'IC," said Skaro.
"I'll played several live
game matches and we beat
them in inst three."
The Raiders dominated
the game all around, spread
J inji out the offensive and
I defensive roles equally
) anions the team. I hey
| showed no weak spots 011 the
I floor. The green and gold
I swept the flames 3(1-22, 5()122 and <1111.
"I think everybody takes
their own different leaderI ship roles, according to
I terrific. We a r e a lot stronger

lone error out of _'l attacks.

Junior Forward Kristin Blackwell (19) makes a play on the
ball against IUPUI at home.

Naseman and Alsison
Sipiorski each earned a
game-high: Naseman had 11
digs, and Sipiorski had I I
kills.
The Raiders are currently
sitting third in the Horizon
league, while their record
remains a high 12-3 overall.
Two of their three losses
came from conference
games. The next four
matches are away.
WSU will face Butler on
Oct. 12, Cleveland State Oct.
14, as well as two games c <1
the road the week following.

Sophomore Tricia Naseman (?) and senior Liza
Osterhage get up for a block in the McLin Gym at the
Nutter Center.

Rewey

Company
1105 N. Central
Fairborn, OH 45324
879-7171

BUICK* PONTIAC • GMC

10% OFF discount

Almost as good as
being at the game...

to WSU students and faculty!
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W S U Strudent Special!
£13,000 Ft. T a n d e m Sky d i v e
c a 11" &&W-9WM
tO
make your reservation today!
offered Mon.-Fn.

Must bring WSU sludent I

RAIDER
CALENDAR

WED
10

Men's soccer

THU
11

SAT
13

FRI
12
Indiana
U.
7 p.m.

SUN
14
at
Jniversity
of Akron
3-30 p.m.

MON
15

Put in your penny and
a half every week

fangfcMii
7 p.m.

Women's
soccer

at
Miami
4 p.m.

Volleyball

Raider Rap

TUE
16

"Good luck to all the fall sports teams at WSU!"
RAIDERS RULE!!!!"

at Chattanooga
Invitational

Golf

Last w e e k ' s question: Should J o r d a n
r e t u r n t o t h e NBA?

at Ohio
University
10 a.m.

Cross-country

"Yeah, cause he just missed the game, he isn't in
it for the money but for the love of the game."

Men at Daytor
Wor len at Miami

Tennis
Home games in Bold.

* Horizon League Game

# Doublcheader

"No, he should just stick with his retirement, ana
quit while he is still ahead."
Question for next week:

Raider Profile ]

Does the local media give
WSU enough attention?

Evan Shrewsbury

E-mail your comments on any subject or for the
question of the week to : wsuguardian@yahoo.com

Junior, Forward. Men's soccer
Huber Heights, OH/ Wayne H.S.
Birthday:
July 10, 1981
Major:
Communications
Nickname:
None
Why you chose
WSU:
For soccer, t h e y gave
m e a g o o d deal.
F a v o r i t e s p o r t besides soccer:
Golf
F a v o r i t e field:
Wright State
University's A l u m n i
field
Favorite sports
team:
Cincinnati R e d s
Favorite soccer
player:
Tab Ramos
Favorite athlete:
Michael J o r d a n
Favorite actor:
Nicholas Cage

Favorite actress:
Julia R o b e r t s
F a v o r i t e m o v i e : "Gone
in 60 Seconds."
F a v o r i t e TV s h o w :
"Seinfeld"
Favorite musician:
112
Favorite song:
"Chanukkah Song" by
A d a m Sandler
Last CD p u r c h a s e d :
Outkast
Best b o o k y o u ' v e
read:
"On the Road"
by Jack Kerouc
F a v o r i t e f o o d : Pizza
Favorite drink:
Gatoradc
F a v o r i t e ice c r e a m
flavor:
Mint c h o c o l a t e chip
Favorite restaurant:
0 ' Charley's
Hobbies:
Playing golf

Pet P e e v e :
Loud p e o p l e
Most m e m o r a b l e
m o m e n t i n Soccer:
"Beating Carol 4-2 my
senior year."
Most e m b a r r a s s i n g
m o m e n t in s o c c e r :
"Losing 5-0 t o
Centerville m y s e n i o r
year."
P a r t of y o u r g a m e
that needs improvement:
"My shooting."
Best p a r t of y o u r
game:
"Holding the ball."
Where do you see
y o u r s e l f in 10 y e a r s :
" S o m e w h e r e on the
east coast, p r o b a b l y
b e i n g a golf pro."
Four people you'd
invite to dinner:
"Both m y p a r e n t s ,
Kirstie Alley, a n d
Nicholas Cage."

"Tennis" continued
the singles. Montero won 6-0,
7-6 (7) in the finals over
Susan Kelley from Ball State.
Also coming in strong in
the singles was senior Melissa
Dunham-Freer, who rolled
over UD's Courtney McDowell
in the opening round and
then eventually moved into
the finals before dropping a
close match with Abbie
Hod.ee from Ball State.
Sophomore Kara Dunbar,
who was the freshman
standout last season, also
came in second in the first
flight. Dunbar defeated
several tough players from
ISU and Butler before finally
falling to Melissa Roach from
BSU in the finals.
The women's team
struggled with their doubles
rounds, only winning one
round in three flights of
round robin play. That win
came from seniors Montero
and Dunham-Freer over a duo
from the University of
Dayton, 8-2.
Next up for the Raiders,
the men play in the Dayton
Invite on Oct. 12 and 13. The
women w ill be at Miami on
Oct. 13 and i 4.
"We want to win the
Dayton Invite, we want to
take every flight if possible,"
says Grombacher. "We want
to send a message to Dayton
and Xavier and show them
that we are the best team in
the area again."

"Fans" continued
shirts that became a very
visible factor when the team
stepped on the court.
This tells me there is
something right with our
school, which is often referred
to by some students as a
"suitcase college." To me, this
means the students at Wright
State have changed their
attitude from just complaining, to becoming a part of the
solution. It all comes together
in the end. It is positive
reinforcement. The more the
Raiders win, the more fans
show up, which fires up the
Raiders to win even more,
bringing in bigger attendance
numbers. Not only that, when
potential recruits come and
see a big home crowd on first
class playing facilities, it is
very encouraging for them to
become Raiders.
This is the kind of
progress I hoped to see in my
time here at Wright State. I
hope 1 continue to see it
improve after my graduation.
This is the kind of thing I
wanted to start seeing.
Hopefully it will force the
local media to pay us our
props. This is something
worth getting excited about.
While things are getting
better, we still have room for a
lot of improvement, but if you
haven't made your way out to
see WSU athletics, you are
really missing out on some
special things.

Classifieds
Employment
Modeling Opportunity
Local artist seeking inexperience female models for
sculpture project. $10-515
per hour. See website:
Sculptr2.home.att.net
Email: Sculptr2 a att.net
1,000's WEEKLY
Stuff evelopes at home for
S42.00 each plus great
bonuses. Work F/T or P/T.
Make at least S800 a week,
guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience necessarystart right away. For free
details, send one stamped
to: N-190, PMB 552, 12021
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
CA 90025
Childcare in my home.
Close to WSU, two children,
ages 1 and 2. 2 to 3 days/
week. 2-3 hours. Days/time
flexable. Own transportation. Please call Joan at
258-1933.
Contract Help Wanted
Need help configuring a
home network to host a
website. Y2K-based, network, firewall and router
experience necessary:
hourly rate is negotiable.
4 i-'-Q-,--!

TELEMARKETERS
S8.00 PER HR Up to SJOSH WHEN HIRED. Perfect
for students. Relaxed
office. Full & Part-time
positions. Temp to Hire.
CALL REMEDY @ 438-2500
FAX 435-5904
www.remedvdavton.com
Looking for someone to
form a duet who can tenor
and sing country, call Matt
Luke at 2200.

$14.15 base-appt.
guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work em ir
-nt with
other student
mrs/
week around i
or
job. Co-ops/Schi
awarded, conditi,
i.
Customer services/
no
telemarketing, no door-iodoor sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must
have positive attitude and
good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 11 -(>,
937-436-3580.
Babysitter needed
for 6 year old in my home
near WSU for occ. Weekend
evenings. Needes own
transportation: Prefer
nursing or education
students, but not necessary. Call 429-3288 and
leave a message.

Sarvlcss
SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Indulge in FREE travel,
drinks food, and parties
with the Best DJ's and
celebrities in Cancun,
Jamaica, Mazatlan, and the
Bahamas. Go to
Studentcity.com. Call l800-293-1443 or email
sales a studeritcit v.com to
find out more.
SPRING BREAK 2002
Cancun,Barbados, Bahmas,
Acapulco,Padre,Florida.
FREE MEALS limited lime"
FREE Parties, drinks and
exclusive events! Visit
www_SUNSPL ASHTOl iRS.com
1-800-426-7710
"rr'S A NO BRAINER"
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, or
Mazatlan FOR FREE! To find
out how, call 1 -888-7774642 or e-mail
sales:*suncoastvacations.com

Call The Guardiqg for ;
your
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
advertising needs at
Best prices GUARANTEED!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas
775-5537
& Florida. Book i irly & get
Ad deadline;
j free meal plan. Now hiring
Fridays preceding each Campus Reps. 1-800-2347007
endlessummertours.com

FRATERNITIES SORORI
TIES-CLUBS-STUDENT
GROUPS. Student organizations earn $500-$ 1000 with
an easy three-hour
fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campus
Information Services at I 800-375-5701.

rap Sale
Excellent Condition.
For sale action P7E electric
wheel chair. Can be folded
to fit into any car.
Call for info after 6 pm
878-7947.

For Bant

Abortion thru 24 weeks.
Walking Distance to WSU
Free pregnancy test. 1401
br OFF Campus Forest
E troop Road. 293-3917.
Lane. 937-879-5184
v ww.womensmedcenter.com
Spring Break! Avoid Flight
Concerns & sail from
Florida,Spend 5 days in
Bahamas from $279!
Includes most meals! Get
group-Go Free!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

ACT NOW! GUARANTEED
III! IS I SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,.
FLORIDA & MARDIGAS.
REPS NEEDED... TRAVEL
FREE, EARNSSS. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+ I -800838-8203.
www.lesisuretours.com
Early Spring Break Special
Cancun & Jamaica from
S389! Air, hotel, free mea
drinks' Award Winning
Company! Group leaders
Free! Florida Vacations
$129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2002
Jamacia, Cancun, Bahamas
or Florida. Join student
Travel Services,
America's# 1 Student tour
Operator. Promote trips at
Wright State. Earn cash or
go free. Information/
Reservations 1 -800-6484849 www.ststravel.com

BEACH A S K I TRIPS
www.sunchase.com
I»800«Stn?CHASB

Large 2 BR unit, walk to
WSU, washer/dryer hookup, 1.5 bath, very reasonable.

NEED A QUICKIE"
YOU CAN FIND IT AT
BRECKENRIDGE APARTMENTS

Spacious two bedroom
apartments
Was $599 now only $529
o Convenient to WSU
o Washer/Dryer connections
o Newly remodeled apts.
o Award-winning customer
service
Call MELISSA at 879-

M»IU. Looking [o
enerflel'ic, ontyoinj people lo fill

PT iert-r positions,ftiera^e$10
p. I*r J lips, (\pplj uiltan 1121

Roommate wanted ASAP.
Off-campus. Forest Lane.
For more information call
Beth at 431-9895.
Roomates needed!
Looking for 1-2 roomates.
10-15 minnutes from WSU.
beautiful place, fully
furnished, washer/dryer
available, full bath. Pool,
fitness center & clubhouse
access. Safe environment.
Call Katie for details at
434-7476.

Vlaj|\injton tillage Drive.

WHY?
The
Revisionist
http://wwvt.codoh.org

www.theguardianonline.com

i-re cioknig ir m end mm t deb k mteisptoie Moosfcr
!
Cn:ri$3e! A
s'^SDKSwhgtrCiceOer/.iLoader Cassis
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Classifieds
Emp&oyment
Modeling Opportunity
' ;il artist seeking inexperience female models for
sculpture project. S10-S15
per hour. See website:
Sculptr2.home.att.net
Email: Sculptr2@att.net
1,000's WEEKLY
Stuff evelopes at home for
S42.00 each plus great
bonuses. Work F/T or P/T.
Make at least S800 a week,
guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience necessarystart right away. For free
details, send one stamped
to: N-190, PMB 552, 12021
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
CA 90025
Childcare in my home.
Close to WSU, two children,
ages 1 and 2. 2 to 3 days/
week. 2-3 hours. Days/time
flexable. Own transportation. Please call Joan at
258-1933.
Contract Help Wanted
Need help configuring a
home network to host a
website. Y2K-based, network, firewall and router
experience necessary:
hourly rate is negotiable.
432-0554
TELEMARKETERS
S8.00 PER HR Up toSlO$14 WHEN HIRED. Perfect
for students. Relaxed
office. Full & Part-time
positions. Temp to Hire.
CALL REMEDY @ 438-2500
FAX 435-5904
j.com
Looking for someone to
form a duet who can tenor
and sing country, call Matt
Luke at 2200.

SI4.15 base-appt.
guaranteed starting
Fun work environmiother students. 10-40 ,
week around classes/*;'
job. Co-ops/Scholarships
awarded, conditions exist.
Customer services/sales, no
telemarketing, no door-todoor sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must
have positive attitude and
good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 11 -6,
937-436-3580.
Babysitter needed
for 6 year old in my home
near WSU for occ. Weekend
evenings. Needes own
transportation: Prefer
nursing or education
students, but not necessary. Call 429-3288 and
leave a message.

Services

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Indulge in FREE travel,
drinks, food, and parties
with the Best DJ's and
celebrities in Cancun,
Jamaica, Mazatlan, and the
Bahamas. Go to
Studentcity.com. Call '
800-293-1443 or email
sales "studcQLcijyAiim to
find out more.
SPRING BREAK 2002
Cancun,Barbados, Bahmas.
Acapulco,Padre,Florida.
FREE MEALS limited time!!
FREE Parties, drinks and
exclusive events! Visit
www.SUNSPlASHrOURS.com
1-800-420-7710
"IT'S A NO BRAINER"
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants
to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, or
Mazatlan FOR FREE! To find
out how, call 1-888-7774642 or e-mail
salesasuncoastvacations.com

Coll The Guardian for
your
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
advertising needs at
Best prices GUARANTEED!
. 775-5537
j Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Book early & get
Ad deadline;
free meal plan. Now hiring
Fridays preceding each Campus Reps. 1-800-2347007
issue
; endlessuiTunertours.com

FRATERNITIES-SORORITIES-CLUBS-STUDENT
GROUPS. Student organizations earn S500-S1000 with
an easy three-hour
lundraising event. No sales
required. l undraising dates
are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campus
Information Services at 1800-375-5701.

For Sale

Abortion .nru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroi p Road. 293-3!) 17.
www.womensmedcenter.com

W alking Distance to WSU,
br OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184

Spring Break! Avoid Flight
Concerns & sail from
Florida,Spend 5 days in
Bahamas from S279!
Includes most meals! Gel
group-Go Free!
springbreaktravel.com
1 -800-678-6386

ACT NOW! GUARANTEED
THE BEST SPRINCi BREAK
PRICES! SOI n il PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS. ACAPULCO,.
FLORIDA & MARDIGAS.
REPS NEEDED... TRAVEL
FREE, EARNSSS. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+ 1-800838-8203.
wvw.tesisuretours.com
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica from
S389! Air. hotel, free meals,
drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group leaders
Free! Florida Vacations
SI 29!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2002
Jamacia, Cancun, Bahamas
or Florida. Join student
Travel Services,
America's#l Student tour
Operator. Promote trips at
Wright State. Earn cash or
go free. Information/
Reservations 1-800-6484849 www.ststravel.com

nna
BEACH A SKI TRIPS
vrww.sunchase • com
l«800»SroWCHASg

Excellent Condition.
For sale action P7E electricwheel chair. Can be folded
to fit into any car.
Call for info after 6 pm
878-7947.

FOP Rent

Large 2 BR unit, walk to
WSU, washer/dryer hookup, 1.5 bath, very reasonable.

NEED A QUICKIE!!
YOU CAN FIND IT AT
BRECKENRIDGE APARTMENTS

Spacious two bedroom
apartments
Was S599 now only S529
o Convenient to WSU
o Washer/Dryer connections
o Newly remodeled apts.
o Award-winning customer
service
Call MELISSA at 879-

TU QtOp How Looking |#r
energetic, cutjo'-nj people lo£i||
PT jer«er position:.,

$10

p. ir J lips,ftppljuUtan 1121
Roommate wanted ASAP.
Off-campus. Forest Lane.
For more information call
Beth at 431-9895.
Roomates needed!
Looking for 1-2 roomates.
10-15 minnutes from WSU.
beautiful place, fully
furnished, washer/dryer
available, full bath. Pool,
fitness center & clubhouse
access. Safe environment.
Call Katie for details at
434-7476.
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WHY?
The
Revisionist
http://www.codoh.org
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'he Guardian

Doodle muck?
• Battery jump
• Air for a flat
• A gallon of gas if
you run out on a
campus roadway

Gall Parking and Ti
between 8 a.m.

HEAVY DUTY
HATTEHY

K
I
'

J

•

" -• '

*[nter your original comic strip
•Drop it off to W016 Student Union
by Oct. 17
Draw a comic every week for
The Guardian. Make people laugh.

Fame (no fortune)
Questions?
Contact Stephanie at 775-5534

Dayton Loves
Friday, October 19th 8:00 P.M.

Ervin J. Nutter Center
at Wright State University
Tickets available at the Nutter Center
Box Office and all TicketMaster
outlets. To charge by phone call
(937) 228-2323 or go online at
www.ticketmaster.com.
S2.00 discount per ticket for seniors and military.
$5.00 discount per ticket for WStJ students
and groups of 10 or more are available
at the box office.
:^

